Neural iTTS: Toward Synthesizing Speech in Real-time with End-to-end Neural Text-to-Speech Framework
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Abstract

Real-time machine speech interpreters aim to mimic human interpreters that able to produce high-quality speech translations on the fly. It requires all system components, including speech recognition (ASR), machine translation (MT), and text-to-speech (TTS), to perform incrementally before the speaker has spoken an entire sentence. For TTS, this poses problems as a standard framework commonly requires language-dependent contextual linguistics of a full sentence to produce a natural-sounding speech waveform. Existing studies of incremental TTS (iTTS) have mainly been conducted on a model based on hidden Markov model (HMM). Recently, end-to-end TTS based on a neural net has synthesized more natural speech than HMM-based systems. In this paper, we take an initial step to construct iTTS based on end-to-end neural framework (Neural iTTS) and investigate the effects of various incremental units on the quality of end-to-end neural speech synthesis in both English and Japanese.

Index Terms: Real-time machine speech interpreters, incremental speech synthesis, end-to-end framework, deep learning

1. Introduction

Speech-to-speech translation (S2ST) is an innovative technology that translates speech signals from a source language to another language, enabling people to communicate with each other by speaking in their own native languages. S2ST systems commonly consist of three components: automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine translation (MT), and text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis. In other words, they first recognize the speech in the source language, automatically translate its words into the other persons language, and finally synthesize them in the target language into speech. In a standard manner, the process is done sentence by sentence. The MT starts to translate to the target text after receiving a complete source sentence from the ASR [1], and TTS synthesizes after receiving the complete target sentence from the MT [2]. However, spoken speech in a lecture or meeting can be very long with unclear sentence breaks. In this case, S2ST will respond with significant delays and creates difficulty for the listeners who are trying to follow the speaker’s talk or conversation. In contrast to the S2ST system, human interpreters generally break sentences into smaller chunks, and incrementally translate based on partial information with minimum delay [3]. But human simultaneous interpreters are expensive, and the range of possible languages that can be translated is usually very limited. Our dream is to construct real-time machine speech interpreters that can imitate the characteristics of the human simultaneous interpreter process. One critical difference with standard S2ST systems is that each component (ASR, MT, TTS) needs to generate the output on the fly before receiving a complete sentence. Several existing works in the ASR and MT fields produce high-quality speech translations while simultaneously minimizing the latency of the translation process. These studies are widely conducted from parametric models to neural network architecture [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Unfortunately, research in incremental TTS (iTTS) remains quite limited.

To produce high-quality speech synthesis, many contextual linguistic factors (e.g., phoneme identity and word stress) must be considered because such information can affect the prosodic characteristics of speech. In a standard HMM-based TTS system, the following three processes are typically executed: (a) analyzing the entire sentence and extracting the linguistic features by natural language processing; (b) establishing a sentence-based HMM sequence on the basis of linguistic specifications, and estimating acoustic features while considering the time-series of sentences [12, 13]; (c) reconstructing speech waveform from the predicted acoustic features. In contrast, an iTTS system only has to estimate the target prosody online based on partial knowledge of the syntactic structure of the sentences. The iTTS has to extract the linguistic features in a situation where some linguistic features (the next part of speech tag, the next word, etc.) are unknown during the synthesis. A limited HMM sequence has to be constructed from limited linguistic features, local optimization has to be performed, and acoustic features must then be estimated. Unfortunately, the speech quality is significantly deteriorated due to the limited linguistic features and local optimization.

Several studies attempted to improve the quality by replacing the unknown linguistic features with the average values from a dataset [14], performing a training strategy that can handle the unknown linguistic features [15], and proposing an approach to predict the part of speech in the next word in an acoustic time-series [2, 16, 17]. Although the speech quality can be improved, these existing works have mainly been conducted only with a HMM-based speech synthesis framework. In a pipeline model like HMM-based architecture, all the sub-components (i.e., linguistic feature extractor, acoustic model, vocoder) are tuned and trained separately, and errors in the earlier stage can propagate through the later stages. Furthermore, the requirement of having full-context labels of linguistic features makes this step difficult for iTTS. Consequently, the speech quality remains limited.

Recently, end-to-end TTS systems have been proposed [18, 19], based on seq2seq with attention [20]. One main factor underlying the popularity of the end-to-end deep-learning architecture is the possibility of simplifying many complicated hand-engineered models and letting DNNs directly map from the character input to the output spaces of speech acoustics. Full context labels in linguistic features are not required anymore, and the synthesized speech quality has outperformed HMM-based frameworks. In this paper, we take an initial step toward
of the speech waveform from a linear-spectrogram using the Griffin-Lim algorithm [21].

In this manner, the original Tacotron didn’t decide any stopping time-step at the GRU-decoder. To determine the stopping step, we added one linear layer that estimated two values (0: continuation, 1: stop) from the outputs of the residual GRU. The strategy resembles a previously proposed one [19, 22]. The layer uses a sigmoid function as an activation function. For training, we used the following loss function:

\[ \text{Loss}(x^M, x^M, x^R, x^S, s) = \]

\[ (1 - \alpha) \sum_t \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( |x^M_t - \hat{x}^M_t| + |x^R_t - \hat{x}^R_t| \right) \right) \]

\[ -\alpha \sum_t \left( s_t \log (\hat{s}_t) + (1 - s_t) \log (1 - \hat{s}_t) \right), \quad (1) \]

where \( x^M_t, \hat{x}^M_t, x^R_t, \hat{x}^R_t, s_t \) and \( \hat{s}_t \) are the truth log mel-spectrogram, the predicted log mel-spectrogram, the truth log magnitude spectrogram, the predicted log magnitude spectrum, the truth stop flag, and the predicted stop flag at the \( t \) frame. The \( \alpha \) is a small value (En: 1e-7, Ja: 1e-5) as a hyperparameter.

2.2. Embedding layer

Specifically to the embedding layer, our English end-to-end TTS follows the original Tacotron that uses character sequences as input to the embedding layers (Fig. 1 left side). But for Japanese, it is difficult because there are three kinds of Japanese characters: hiragana, katakana, and kanji. Since their pronunciation often changes depending on their combinations (especially when combining kanji), the number of model’s input may become unwieldy. Here with the current available data, automatically learning the pronunciations is difficult from all the Japanese characters within an end-to-end TTS framework; instead we simply use phoneme sequences as input.

Furthermore, Japanese is a pitch accent language. This means that the meaning of words can be altered by changing the pitch of the same character sequence. For example, “hashi” can mean a bridge or a pair of chopsticks, depending on the pitch accents. However, such pitch information is represented not in words or phonemes but in accent phrase units. Therefore, to accommodate such pitch information, we proposed using the accent type in accented phrases as input. In other words, we use two embedding layer for the phoneme and accent types in a Japanese end-to-end TTS (Fig. 1 right side). After that, we concatenate two embedding outputs as one encoder input.

3. Proposed Neural iTTS

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the training and synthesizing methods in our proposed incremental end-to-end approach, whose details can be found in the following sub-sections.

3.1. Training and synthesizing strategies in iTTS

Figure 2(a) shows the training process. Since iTTS needs to handle shorter units than sentences, we first prepared our dataset by randomly splitting the full sequences into three parts and then added beginning and end symbols to each input unit text. Here we use different symbols to differentiate the units location within the full sentence: “<s>” as the sentences start, “<m>” as the middle sentences start, “</s>” as the sentences end, and “</m>” as the middle sentences end. However, we still performed the training in a sentence-by-sentence or phrase-by-phrase fashion without much modification to the original one.
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Figure 2: Overview of training and synthesizing approaches

Here we estimated the loss between the natural and estimated features as described in eq. (1), performed back-propagation using this loss, and updated the model parameters.

At the synthesizing stage (Fig. 2(b)), the speech was synthesized using units with a length smaller than a sentence length. Here we stopped the mel-spectrogram outputs by the predicted stop flag (“<s>” end of sentence or “</m>” end of the middle sentence) during the synthesis. After that, we concatenated all the synthesized waveforms of the units into sentence-based speech waveforms. More details about the choice of the synthesized unit can be found in the next subsection.

3.2. Choices of incremental units for iTTS

In existing works in iTTS, most HMM-based iTTS systems were constructed for English, and speech was synthesized word-by-word [2]. In this paper, we investigated several possible synthesized units for an English iTTS:

One word: One incremental unit is one word, so the synthesize process is done word-by-word.

Two words: One incremental unit is two words.

Three words: One incremental unit is three words.

Half sentence: Speech synthesis is done after receiving half of the sentence.

Sentence: Speech synthesis is done after receiving one full sentence. This resembles a non-incremental (standard TTS) which is an upper bound system.

Acccent phrase units have been investigated as optimum units in Japanese iTTS systems [17]. Here, we investigated a variant of accent phrase units:

One accent phrase: Since the unit is one accent phrase, the synthesis is done each the accent phrase by the accent phrase.

Two accent phrases: The unit is two accent phrases.

Three accent phrases: The unit is three accent phrases.

Half sentence: Speech synthesis is done after receiving half of the sentence.

Sentence: Speech synthesis is done after receiving one full sentence, and this resembles also a non-incremental TTS.

The smallest incremental unit in English is one word, and the word boundary can be predicted trivially with little latency. Here, we investigate multiple lengths of the smallest unit (i.e., one word, two words, three words, etc.). Half-sentence incremental unit is not predicted. It is an approximation of several words that is more than three words unit. In Japanese, the smallest incremental unit is one accent phrase. It can be predicted with part-of-speech (POS) tag [23]. In real usage, incremental POS tagger to detect an accent phrase is necessary.

In the synthesis and training parts of the TTS system, the first input of the decoder is usually a zero vector of the mel-spectrogram called the “GO frame.” We proposed two approaches for connecting the units:

Independent: We assumed that all units are independent and simply used a zero vector in all of them despite the existing previous acoustic features. In this case, the model failed to learn the acoustic time-series within one full sentence.

Look-back context: Except the unit from the beginning of the sentence, for other units that start from the middle of the sentence, we replaced the zero vector with the last vector of the mel-spectrogram from the previous units. In this case, the model may be able to learn the acoustic time-series within one full sentence.

4. Experiment

4.1. English dataset

We used the LJ-speech 1.1 dataset [24]. The original dataset consisted of 13,100 sentences (about 24 hours of speech audio with a 22.05-kHz sampling frequency) spoken by a single female speaker. To get the time-alignment information, we performed forced alignment with the HTS toolkit and obtained about 10-k pairs (speech and text) of successfully generated data. We divided them into 9.8-k pairs of data for training, 100 pairs for the development set, and 100 pairs for the test set. Then as described above, we split each full sentence into three parts with random length inputs and combined these data. The size of training data is four times (full sentence data plus three parts of the divided unit data).

We normalized the text transcription before using it because some words are abbreviations and numerics. The input consists of 43 letters including lower case letters of the alphabet and such special characters as spaces, sentence beginnings/endings, etc.

The acoustic features were extracted, and our final set was comprised of 80 dimensions of log mel-spectrogram features, 1024 dimensions of log magnitude spectrogram 80 mel-spectrum, and a 1024-linear spectrum. The frame shift and frame length are 12.5 and 5 ms. The batch size and the optimized method are identical to the original Tacotron. But the reduction factor (the number of predicted frames at one decoding step) is 5 in our model.
4.2. Japanese dataset

We used the JSUT 1.1 dataset that included 7,696 sentences (10 hours of audio sampled at 48-kHz, downsampled to 22.05-kHz) spoken by a single native female speaker [25]. We used Open JTalk\(^1\) for extracting the phoneme and accent types from the text. However, Open JTalk often suffers from incorrect or missing pronunciation. To avoid these mistakes, we used a morphological analysis system (Mecab)\(^2\) and dictionaries for checking mistaken pronunciations. When we got identical pronunciations for both Open Jtalk and Mecab, we added them to the data. We also removed the “Repeat 500” sub-dataset (Dataset was recorded to 100 transcriptions five times). Finally, we had 5276 pairs (speech and text) of data and divided them into 5-k data pairs for training, 100 pairs for the development set, and 100 pairs for the test set.

The input text consists of 45 phoneme symbols and 20 accent types. Size of each embedding layer is half size of English Tacotron. The other parameters are used under the same conditions as for the English.

4.3. Subjective evaluation of prosodic quality with or without the context from previous units

As described earlier, we proposed two approaches for connecting the units: (1) “Independent” and (2) “Look back context.” We used the zero vector or the last vector from the previous input in the initial input vector of each unit in the decoder and performed an A/B preference test on these two approaches. For the evaluation, we concatenated the outputs of each incremental synthesized speech into one utterance of a pseudo sentence. Consequently, the resulting utterances may have an unnatural prosodic connection. Evaluators listened to the two synthesized speeches of full sentences without knowing whether those speech utterances were generated through the incremental procedure with the context from previous units or not. After that, they were requested to choose the sample with more natural prosodic-connecting quality of synthesized units within one full sentence. This evaluation was conducted with ten native Japanese speakers for Japanese Neural iTTS, and ten English speakers who have TOEIC ip\(^3\) score higher than 700 points (daily conversational level) for English Neural iTTS. There were 40 speech utterances (20 utterances per method), which were presented in random order. An A/B-test was performed that differentiated among three preference: (1) the first synthesized speech has better natural prosodic quality, (2) the second synthesized speech has better natural prosodic quality, or (3) no difference. Each speech utterance could be played as many times as the subjects wished. Fig. 3 shows the result of the Japanese A/B-test. The results show the system with the second approach (“Looking-back context”) that used the log mel-spectrogram inputs from previous units had better natural prosodic quality than only using the zero vectors. This means that the quality improved when the model considered the acoustic time-series. Based on this result, we selected this second approach for further Japanese evaluation. On the other hand, the result of the English AB-test shown in Fig. 4 reveals that the system with the first approach (“Independent”) that used the zero vector had better natural prosodic quality than only using the zero vectors. This means that the quality improved when the model may not consider the acoustic time-series, otherwise

\(^1\)Open Jtalk – http://open-jtalk.sourceforge.net/
\(^2\)Mecab – https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
\(^3\)Test of English for International Communication

![Figure 3: A/B preference test of Japanese prosodic quality with or without the context from previous units in the initial input.](image)

![Figure 4: A/B preference test of English prosodic quality with or without the context from previous units in the initial input.](image)

Table 1: A mean value of development loss for stop flag prediction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look-back context</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.0385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this occurred poor stop flag prediction. Table 1 shows a mean of evaluation loss corresponding to predict stop flag. As can be seen, the English iTTS has poor prediction than the Japanese model. This means that method with “Look-back context” may cause a lousy estimation, and the error may propagate to the next synthesis unit. Based on this result, we selected this first approach “Independent” for further evaluation of the English system.

4.4. Subjective evaluation of naturalness on the effect of different lengths of the incremental unit

Next we conducted a mean opinion score (MOS) test as a subjective evaluation for naturalness on the effect of different lengths of incremental units. Subjects listened to each presented speech audio and rated the overall quality based on its naturalness. A 5-point MOS scale was used, where 5 indicated excellent speech utterances (very clear and completely
natural sounds) and 1 indicated bad speech utterances (unclear and completely unnatural sounds). We conducted the subjective evaluations in Japanese with ten native speakers and in English with ten speakers under the same conditions of English A/B test. Here we have five ITTS systems with various lengths of incremental units: one accent phrase, two accent phrases, three accent phrases, half sentences, and full sentences. With natural speech, there were six types of synthesized speech to be evaluated. 78 speech utterances (13 utterances per synthesized unit) were presented in random order. Each speech utterance could be played as many times as the subjects wished.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the naturalness of the MOS scores at each synthesized unit in Japanese and English Neural ITTS respectively. Since we do not use a wavenet vocoder[26], there has been a wide gap between generated speech and natural speech. Furthermore, it is natural that a shorter unit has a larger decrease in quality. But note the size of the effect in MOS quality due to different unit lengths. The shortest unit length (one accent phrase or one word) reached almost two points, and the synthesized speech quality improved from the one unit to connecting two/three units (see the increasing MOS score between two and three units). It is surprising that the scores with half sentence units resemble the full sentence units (non-incremental) in Japanese case. Also in the case of English, the scores with three words resemble the full sentence units (non-incremental). The reason might be because we train only a single model with full sentence data plus three parts of the divided unit data for incremental and non-incremental cases. Consequently, as the number of shorter unit data is larger than the complete sentence data, the model may have a bias to the shorter units. In the future, we will investigate this phenomenon in more details. Towards development of real-time machine speech interpreters, the results suggest to use Japanese Neural ITTS with incremental synthesized units for between the three accent phrases to the half-sentence units, and English Neural ITTS with incremental synthesized units for between the three accent phrases and half-sentences suggests an optimal synthesized unit in end-to-end Japanese ITTS, while English synthesized unit is shorter. In the future, we will further investigate the performance of Neural ITTS, given the partial output from the MT systems in a full-pledge real-time machine speech interpreters.
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